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Britain's efforts to become self-sufficient in space...

The indirect occupation of
India by the British began with
the Battle of Plassey in 1757.
It took almost a century or a
hundred years for the Indian
people to revolt against the
British people. It can be said
that the first war for
independence was fought in
1857. The sooner the battle
was played, the sooner it was
over. The ghost has gone and
returned. The rule of the
British East India Company
ended. The rule of the British
Crown began. It took almost
90 years for the Indian people
to get rid of them. Exactly one
hundred years after India's
1857 freedom struggle, the

Soviet Union launched a new
empire in space. This is known
as 'Space Age'. On 4 October
1957, the world's first artificial
satellite was launched into
space by the Soviet Union.
"Recently it has been
announced by the British
Government that Britain will
launch an indigenous satellite
into space for the first time,
using an indigenously
developed rocket." The news
is a bit surprising. As the
Industrial Revolution began in
Britain and Europe, new
technologies developed. The
news that it will send Britain
into space for the first time in
2022 with an indigenously-

built rocket and satellite is a
truly astonishing event. This
will also be started not by the
government system but by the
support of private companies.
Britain is slowly but surely
entering the 'space club' at a
snail's pace. This fact is
paradoxical. Going into a
space-age flashback, feel like
a big jerk? Britain currently has
three spaceports. Britain's
three launch pads include
Spaceport Cornwall, Space
Hub Sutherland and Saxavar
Spaceport. Cornwall has a
proud history of space
technology. Cornwall started in
1962 with Gunhilly Earth
Station. The station started
the world's first trans-Atlantic
TV transmission. It brought
Neil Armstrong's moon landing
to millions of people.

Sutherland Spaceport is
located on the Lamba Ness
Peninsula on Unst, the
northernmost of the Shetland
Islands. When the spaceport
is fully operational, there will
be a staff of 40 people working
there. The spaceport will host
a launch vehicle called Orbex
Prime. Orbital Express Launch
Ltd or Orbex is an aerospace
company. which is developing
a small commercial orbital
rocket called Prime. In 2015,
a company named Moonspike
Ltd. was established. Its goal
was to launch a private
spacecraft mission to the
moon through crowdfunding.
Moonspike was renamed
Orbital Express Launch in
2016 due to lack of financial
resources. The spaceport is
under construction.

Saxavard Spaceport was
formerly known as Shetland
Space Centre. The proposed
site of the spaceport is close
to the RAF Saxa Ward radar
station and the settlement of
Skew. US-based company
ABL Space Systems is
developing the 27 meter high
rocket. which will be capable
of carrying a payload of up to
1000 kg into sun-
synchronous orbit. In October
2021, SkyRora, a British
aerospace company, signed a
multi-launch deal for the next
decade of rockets for the site.

There is a possibility of rocket
launching from here at the
end of this year or at the
beginning of 2023. The first
general election for
independent India's
democracy was held in 1952,
nine months after the Soviet
Union launched the world's
first artificial satellite into
space. Britain started its
space program in 1952. Ten
years later, India launched
India's space program as part
of the Department of Atomic
Energy. However, in 1959,
Britain started a British
program related to artificial
satellites. With the help of
America, Britain sent a
satellite called Ariel-1 into
space from American soil. In
1959 itself, 'Indian Space
Research Organization ISRO'
which is the backbone of
India's space program was
also born. In the 1960s and
70s, Britain began to develop
its own satell ite launch
capacity. He designed a
rocket named 'Black Arrow'.
In 1971, with the help of
'Black Arrow', Britain
launched its artificial satellite
'Prospero' from the launching
pad of Australia. Four years
after this event, India
launched its first artificial
satellite 'Aryabhata' with the
help of the Soviet Union. In
1985, Britain started a

research organization like
ISRO, the British National
Space Centre, by which time
India had become the sixth
country in the world to
independently launch a
rocket. The main purpose of
the British National Space
Center was to increase British
participation in the
international market for
satellite launches, satellite
construction and other space
endeavours. Now that Britain
is announcing the launch of
an indigenous satellite on an
indigenous rocket, India has
become self-sufficient in
space, having successfully
orbited the Moon and Mars
respectively. This retreat of
Britain is due to its tendency
to rely on America and
European Union. In
developing rockets, India
started ten years behind
Britain. But today India is
hundred years ahead of
Britain in indigenous rocket
technology. After becoming
independent from Britain,
India has created a distinct
identity and image in space.
Virgin Orbit is a company of
the Virgin Group, founded in
1970 by Richard Branson.
Virgin Orbit was formed to
develop the air-launched
LauncherOne rocket launched
from Cosmic Girl in 2017.
Virgin Orbit's carrier aircraft,

which will carry the Cosmic
Girl, a Boeing 747, and the
Launcher One rocket will
carry Cornwall's next launch.
Underneath Cosmic Girl's
belly will be a two-stage
orbital launch vehicle
(rocket). The satellite will be
placed at an altitude of about
550 km above the earth's
surface. There have been
three successful tests of
Launcher One by Virgin Orbit
over the years. But the tests
were conducted from the
Mojave Air and Space Port in
California. Wajan Obt has
revealed that it will 'acquire
two more modified Boeing
747 aircraft to expand its
operations in the US.' Virgin
Orbit said the new craft would
help meet the launch
demands of "the national
security of the US and its
allies". Currently, Vajan will
send two satellites ('Cubesats')
into space in what is called
'Prometheus-2' mission by
OBUT. Both satellites will
operate in low Earth orbit,
about 340 miles above Earth,
and at a distance of 30-60
miles at a speed of 17,000
miles per hour. CubeSat-1
consists of a hyperspectral
imager, a laser detector and a
GPS receiver. CubeSat-2
consists of two optical imaging
cameras, a laser range finder
and a GPS receiver.

2300 year old 'Etruscan'
artefacts found!

More than two dozen
beautifully preserved bronze
statues dating back 2,000
years have been unearthed
from the mud of an ancient
thermal bath in Tuscany, Italy.
New specimens discovered by
archaeologists have forced
experts to rewrite history
about the transition of ancient
civilizations to the Roman
Empire, as ancient specimens
have been found written in
Latin and Etruscan. The
development of the Etruscan
civilization is believed to have
preceded the development of
the Roman civil ization.
However, experts are yet to
decipher the script used in this
culture. About 2,500 years ago
- About 500 years before the
rise of the Roman Empire,
much of the Etruscan culture
migrated from western
Anatolia to Italy. Part of which
is in present-day Turkey. An
'exceptional' treasure has
been discovered in a network
of baths built by the Etruscans
in Tuscany. Twenty-four
bronze statues, preserved in
good condition, were lying in
mud and boiling water for
2,300 years. Among the
earlier partially submerged
statues is a reclining Ephebe
next to Hygeia, the goddess of
health. In which a snake is
coiled around his arm. The
event has been hailed as the
most significant discovery of
its kind in the last 50 years.
Who were the Etruscan
people? Who were their
ancestors? From where did
they enter the geographical
area of Italy, Turkey and
Rome? Archaeologists
discovered the statues during
the excavation of an ancient
bathhouse in San Cassiano dei
Bagni, near Ca. There are
around 42 hot water springs
around this bath. But in
ancient times they were
covered with stones and
closed. Archaeological
excavations were started here
in 2019. The leader of the
project is archaeologist
Jacopo Tabol i. Professor
Taboli of the University for
Foreigners of Siena described
the latest discovery as
'absolutely unique'. Last
August, some artefacts were
found at the site. which
included fertility statues.
These idols are believed to be
used as offerings or offerings
to ancient deities. Apart from
this, around 6000 ancient
gold, silver and bronze coins
have also been found here. As
in Indian culture, coins are
deposited in rivers, lakes or
seas to fulfill their desires, in
the same way, archaeologists
believe that the people here
deposited the coins used in
their currency in this
way.““The Etruscan civilization
developed around the cities of
Tuscany and Umbria in central
Italy. 500 years before the fall
of the Roman Empire in Italy,
the Etruscan civilization and
art are believed to have
flourished. Preliminary
analysis of the 24 idols found
suggests that they were
created by local artisans in the
first or second century BC. In
addition, other specimens
found here indicate that these
artefacts were placed in hot
springs for religious purposes
by wealthy and noble families
of Etruscan and Roman
civil izations (including
landowners, local vassals, the
Roman emperor and his
family). So that their health
remains good forever. 'The
hot springs, rich in minerals
including calcium and
magnesium, were active until
the fifth century,' said Boley.
Centuries ago baths and
swimming pools were sealed
with heavy stone pillars. When
the divine images were left in
the holy water. The recently
appointed Italian culture
minister, Gennaro Sanguilano,
said the 'exceptional find'
confirms once again that 'Italy
is a country full of vast and
unique treasures. The
artefacts will be housed in a
recently purchased 16th
century building in the city of
San Cassiano by the Ministry
of Culture. The ancient bath

site will also be developed as
an archaeological park. There
is one more opportunity for
the spiritual development of
our culture and the cultural
industry of our country.'
According to the ministry, the
idols have been offered as
gifts to the deities by devotees
in return for medical
treatment through the bath
water. Experts suggest that
AD Between the 2nd and 1st
centuries BC, the Romans and
the Etruscans were at odds
and disputes, yet the groups
living in the area prayed
together to the gods in sacred
sanctuaries. Archaeologists
have carefully removed all
traces of dirt to restore the
idols found here to their
former glory. These pearls
have humanoid figures of gods
like Apollo and Aegea.
Individual parts of some idols
have also been revealed. Who
were the Etruscans? The
Etruscans occupied the
northern and southern
provinces of Italy. He
demonstrated his commercial
power to the people of the
Mediterranean region. Once
the Greeks began to occupy
Sicily, this nation's dominance
began to wane. They were
soon absorbed into the Roman
Empire. Now the Etruscan
civilization remained, turning
into the Roman Empire. The
Romans conquered the cities
of the Etruscan civilization one
after the other and destroyed
the evidences of the Etruscan
civilization. Due to this, the
artefacts of the Etruscan
civilization have become very
difficult and rare to find even
today. In the past researchers
collected genetic samples
from skeletons found in the
former region of Etruria. The
former region of Etruria spans
Tuscany and the central part
of the peninsula in northern
Italy, as well as the island of
Corsica. Genes from the
Etruscans, their Roman
neighbors, have also been
found, new DNA analysis
shows. This was a period
when, from the Mediterranean
region, masses of people
were reaching far and wide
for the realm of imperialism.'
Cosimo Post, a geneticist at
the University of Tübingen in
Germany, said the study's lead
author Cosimo Post, a
geneticist at the University of
Tübingen in
G e r m a n y . “ “ P r e v i o u s
archaeological and genetic
research has shown that
the people of Italy are a
race founded by ancestors
o f  peop le  who  f i r s t
migrated from Stone Age
Europe around 8,000 years
ago, and later, from the
Euras ian  p la ins  and
Anatolia. While the genetic
map of the Aztecs appears
to be indist inguishable
f rom that  of  the Lat in
peoples.  In their  DNA,
there is a high proportion
of steppe nomadic species/
ancestry.' Experts have not
succeeded in deciphering
the Etruscan language. But
it has been observed that
some of the alphabets of
their language are similar
to the a lphabet of  the
Greek language. This is
why  Herodo tus  once
specu la ted  tha t  ' the
Etruscans were really the
anc ien t  Greeks  o f
Anatol ia. '““Gus Knen, a
linguist at Leiden University
in the Netherlands and co-
author of the study, told
Science magazine that,
'Typ ica l ly,  when Indo-
European peoples arrive,
the first thing they do is
replace the old language.
Indo-European then
rep laced the ear l ie r
languages, so why did the
Etruscans speak a non-
Indo-European language?'
The fact is that 'they were
successful in resisting the
migration and exploitation
of the Indo-Europeans.
Despite waves of migration
and exp lo i ta t ion ,  the
Etruscans civilization was
ab le  to  ma inta in  the i r
language. which testifies to
the strength of their culture.

PRESIDENT OF INDIA GRACES THE OPENING OF RASHTRAPATI
NILAYAM FOR VISITORS THROUGH VIDEO CONFERENCING

The President of India, Smt
Droupadi Murmu graced the
opening of Rashtrapati
Nilayam for visitors through
video conferencing today
(March 22, 2023) in the
presence of Governor of
Telangana, Dr. Tamilisai
Soundararajan, Union Minister
for Culture Tourism and
Development of North Eastern
Region, Shri G Kishan Reddy,
Home Minister of Telangana,
Shri Mohammed Mahmood Ali
and other dignitaries.

On the occasion, the
President also laid the
foundation stones for
restoration and conservation
of the Jai Hind Ramp and for
a replica of Historic Flag Post.
The Jai Hind Ramp connected
with a historic Step Well
catered to water
requirements of the premises
in the past while the Historic
Flag Post marked the
integration of Hyderabad state
into the Indian Union in 1948.

Speaking on the occasion,
the President said that the
Rashtrapati Bhavan and
Rashtrapati Retreats belong to
every Indian. She said that we
are proudly celebrating the
Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav. It is
our endeavour that all citizens,
especially our young
generation, know about the
freedom fighters and respect
the values ??associated with
our freedom struggle. With
this idea, a Knowledge Gallery

has been established in the
Rashtrapati Nilayam which
would provide information
related to the history of
Rashtrapati Bhavan and the
Nilayam, and about Unsung
Heroes of our Independence.
She urged people, especially
children and youth, to visit the
Nilayam and get connected
themselves with their
heritage.It is for the first time
that the heritage building of
Rashtrapati Nilayam is open to
the general public. Earlier,
people could visit only the
Gardens of Nilayam once a
year for a limited period.
During the tour of Nilayam,
one can see the building from
inside including Presidential
Wing, Dining Area; and can
enjoy traditional Cheriyal
paintings of Telangana
stroll ing through the
underground tunnel
connecting the Nilayam
Kitchen to the Dining Hall.
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LG starts local manufacturing of
Dual Inverter AC Compressors

Ahmedabad, India's
leading consumer durables &
air conditioner brand, LG
Electronics India, inaugurated
local manufacturing line of
Dual Inverter Air Conditioner
Compressors at its Greater
Noida manufacturing facility.
The new facil ity was
inaugurated in the presence of
Government officials, LG
Global executives,
Manufacturing MD & other
senior dignitaries. LG India has
always consolidated its market
and technological leadership in
the market. We were the first
brand to convert 100% of the
line up from ON/OFF to Dual
Inverter in both Split &
Window segments and with
this new line inauguration, LG
became the first brand to
manufacture its own Dual
Inverter Air Conditioner
compressor in India. With an
investment of approximately

INR 100 crores and an annual
production capacity of over 1
MN, the new facility equipped
with advanced technologies
and machinery, is set to
manufacture Dual Inverter Air
Conditioner compressors. This
milestone will further
strengthen the market
leadership of LG India in the Air
Conditioner industry. Speaking
of the inauguration, Hyunjin
Lee, Manufacturing MD, LG
Electronics India said that we
have been continuously
serving the Indian market for
the past 25 years by providing
consumers with latest
products & technologies. We
are well aligned with
honorable PM's vision of MAKE
IN INDIA and continuously
expanding our local
manufacturing. Recently, we
started manufacturing Side by
Side Refrigerators at our Pune
manufacturing facility. (20-4)

Coir Expo aims to proliferates
and flourish in Assam

Ahmedabad, Coir Board,
with support from Ministry of
micro, small & medium
enterprise has organised a 4
days expo in Jyotichitraban
Kahilipara Guwahati. The expo
started on 23rd of March and
will end on 26th of March. The
inaguration took place in
presence of Hon'ble Shri D
Kuppuramu ji (Chairman Coir
Board) and Hon'ble Shri
Lakshmana S, IAS (Secretary,
Minister of Industry Govt of
Assam) and Jitendra Kumar
Shukla (Secretary Coir
Board). The expo aims at
promoting Coir and its uses.

Coir Board was set up
under the Coir Industry Act,
1953 by the Government of
India for the overall
sustainable development of
coir industry in the Country.

The functions of the Board
as laid down under the Act
include undertaking, assisting
and encouraging scientific,
technological and economic
research, modernization,
quality improvement, human
resource development, market
promotion and welfare of all
those who are engaged in this
industry. The functions
mandated under the Coir
Industry Act are carried out by
Coir Board under the various
Schemes/P rogrammes ,
including research and
development activities,
training programmes,
extending financial support for
setting up of coir units,
domestic as well as
export market development,
welfare measures to the
workers etc. (19-10)

This April, don’t miss MX Player's
exciting slate of international shows

Ahmedabad, MX Player's
line-up of international shows
for April 2023 is sure to take
you on an enjoyable adventure.
From historical dramas to
heartwarming comedies, the
upcoming Chinese and Korean
dramas from around the world
will surely entertain you. Get
ready to immerse yourself in
the stories of strong characters
navigating love, loss, and
everything in between. Sit
back, relax and enjoy MX
VDesi's enticing April 2023
slate.‘Fall in Love’ (2021) is an
enthralling Chinese drama that
revolves around Mu Wan Qing
(Jingyi Zhang), who returns to
China to lay her mother's ashes
to rest. However, her true

motive is to unravel the
mystery behind her family's
tragic past. In her quest, she
befriends two intriguing men:
Tan Xuanlin, a daring
commander playing a
dangerous game, and Xu
Guang Yao, a revered son of
a Commander who abhors
political power struggles.
Despite their differences, they
form an unlikely alliance and
delve deeper into the
mystery, facing perilous
challenges that test their
loyalty and courage. With a
coup d'état wreaking havoc
on the Shanghai army, the
trio realizes that they must set
aside their personal struggles
and unite to safeguard their
country. ‘Fall in Love’ explores
how love, friendship, and
patriotism can unite
individuals from diverse
backgrounds in times of
adversity. This gripping series
with its intricate plot, complex
characters, and poignant
moments will leave you on the
edge of your seat. Watch ‘Fall
in Love’ on MX Player in Hindi
from 1st April 2023. (19-8)

Sara Ali Khan : “I don't think
my upbringing is royal”
Ahmedabad, Who do you

suspect when everyone’s the
suspect? Introducing the royal
world of deep dark secrets, a
murder mystery and a classic
whodunit. Disney+ Hotstar is
all set to launch their
upcoming psychological
thriller Gaslight. Produced by
Ramesh Taurani, Tips Films
Ltd. and Akshai Puri, 12th
Street Entertainment and
directed by Pavan Kirpalani,
the film releases on 31st
March, 2023 exclusively on
Disney+ Hotstar. The mind-
bending, edge-of-the-seat
thriller is helmed by Sara Ali
Khan along with Vikrant
Massey, Chitrangda Singh,
Akshay Oberoi, Rahul Dev
amongst others. Known for
her easy going attitude, quirky
style and versatile choices,
Sara has always grabbed

audience eyeballs for the
person she is! While she
essays a royal character in
her upcoming film, Gaslight,
the actress sheds light on
how she feels, she never had
a royal upbringing in real life!

Talking about this, Sara
Ali Khan said , “I don’t think
my upbringing is royal. I am
just a regular girl who lives
in Juhu, with her mum and
brother. I think that’s the kind
of upbringing that I have had.
But it was definitely exciting
to play this half-royale kind
of a character, in a house
with a raja-sa and a rani-sa.
For me, the genre matters
less than being part of a story
that deserves to be told. And
the minute I read Gaslight, I
knew that this was a story
that I think deserves to be
told.” (19-8)

Cultural Destination ‘Nita Mukesh
Ambani Cultural Centre’ Opens

Smt. Nita Ambani
performing traditional
Puja on Ramnavmi to
seek the almighty's

blessings on the eve of
the launch of Nita

Mukesh Ambani Cultural
Centre (NMACC)

Ahmedabad, India’s first-of-
its-kind, multi-disciplinary
cultural space, the Nita Mukesh
Ambani Cultural Centre, opens
on Friday, March 31, 2023, with
an exquisite showcase of the
best of India across music,
theatre, fine arts and crafts to
audiences from India and the
world. The Centre will mark
another definitive step in
strengthening India’s cultural
infrastructure and bringing to
fruition the best of India and the
world in the sphere of arts.

The launch programming

features a specially curated art
and craft exposition called
‘Swadesh’ along with three
blockbuster shows – a musical
theatrical called ‘The Great
Indian Musical: Civilization to
Nation’; a costume art exhibition
called ‘India in Fashion’ and a
visual art show called ‘Sangam/
Confluence’. Together, the
programming is and exploration
into the diversity of India’s
cultural traditions and their
impact on the world, while also
showcasing the diversity of
spaces at the Cultural Centre.
Speaking on the occasion, Mrs.
Nita Ambani said, “Bringing this
Cultural Centre to life has been
a sacred journey. We were
keen to create a space for both
promoting and celebrating our
artistic and cultural heritage in
cinema and music, in dance and
drama, in literature and folklore,
in arts and crafts and in science
and spirituality. A space where
we showcase the best of India
to the world and welcome the
best of the world to India.” The
Centre will be highly inclusive
with free access for children,
students, senior citizens, and
the differently abled, and will
strongly focus on community
nurturing programmes
including school and college
outreach and competitions,
awards for Arts teachers, in-
residency Guru-shishya
programs, art literacy programs
for adults, etc.

INDIAN RAILWAYS TO INTRODUCE TWO BHARAT GAURAV
TOURIST TRAINS TO SEVERAL DIVINE DESTINATIONS

Ahmedabad, The Ministry
of Railways has introduced
'Bharat Gaurav Trains' to
showcase India's rich cultural
heritage by connecting
important historical, cultural
and religious places of the
country through railways. Till
date 29 trips of Bharat Gaurav
Trains have been operated
across the length and breadth
of the country. Taking this
novel initiative ahead, Indian
Railways Catering and
Tourism Corporation (IRCTC)
will commence the "Puri -
Gangasagar Bhavya Kashi
Yatra" from Indore station on
16th May, 2023 and "Sri
Rameshwaram Tirupati
Dakshin Darshan Yatra" from
Indore station on 29th May,
2023. Both the trips will span
over 10 days. For more details
& online booking, kindly visit
www. i rc tc tour ism.com/
bharatgaurav  or call
8287931656/8287931723.

Puri - Gangasagar Bhavya
Kashi Yatra - Starting the
journey from Indore, the yatra
will cover six divine
destinations in a tour of 9
nights and 10 days (from 16th
to 25th May, 2023). The tour
package will cost Rs.17,600/-
per person. The Yatris in the
train will get a unique
opportunity to visit Puri,
Konark, Bhubaneswar,
Kolkata, Deoghar, Varanasi,
and Ayodhya. To benefit all the

rail passengers, boarding (&
deboarding at the end of the
journey) has been given at
7 important stations across
the state of Madhya Pradesh.
The first stop of this train is
Puri where pilgrims will visit
the Jagannath Puri Temple.
Pilgrims will next visit the
famous Konark Temple and
head to Bhubaneswar to visit
the Lingaraj Temple. The
Yatris will then proceed to
Kolkata for an overnight stay
at Gangasagar and visit the
Kali Mandir the next day. The
next stop will be at Jaisidih
station to visit Baba
Baidyanath Dham Jyotirlinga
Temple in Deoghar. Yatris will
also get to visit the sacred
city of Varanasi & visit the
Kashi Vishwanath Temple
and aarti at Ganga Ghat. In
the last leg of the yatra, the
pilgrims will proceed to
Ayodhya and visit the Shri
Ram Janam Bhumi Temple.

Sri Rameshwaram Tirupati
Dakshin Darshan Yatra - The
yatra will start from Indore and
will cover five divine
destinations in a tour of 9
nights and 10 days (from 29th
May to 7th June, 2023). The
tour package will cost
Rs.18,700/- per person. The
Yatris in the train will get a
unique opportunity to visit
Tirupati, Rameshwaram,
Madurai, Kanyakumari and
Thiruvananthapuram. To
benefit all the rail passengers,
boarding (& deboarding at the
end of the journey) has been
given at 8 important stations
across the state of Madhya
Pradesh. The first divine stop
of this holy journey will be at
Renigunta station to visit
Tirupati Balaji Temple. The
yatra will then proceed to visit
the Padmavati Temple. The next
day, pilgrims will arrive at
Madurai railway station to
reach Rameshwaram and visit

the Ramanathaswamy
Temple. The yatris will then
proceed to Meenakshi Temple
and reach Kanyakumari station
the next day. The yatris will
visit Vivekananda Rock
Memorial, Gandhi Mandapam
and Kanyakumari Temple. At
last, the yatris will proceed to
Thiruvananthapuram station
and visit Padmanabhaswamy
Temple.

The train provides holistic
service to the rail passengers
by taking care of all their
travel-related needs. The tour
package includes all travel
facilities (including both rail as
well as road transport),
accommodation facility in Non-
AC Budget Hotel Rooms on
Twin and Triple Sharing basis,
Wash and Change facilities,
catering arrangements
(Morning Tea, Breakfast,
Lunch and Dinner - both On-
Board and Off-Board),
Services of professional and
friendly tour escorts, Security
on train - CCTV Cameras
installed in all Coaches, Public
announcement facility in all
coaches, Travel insurance and
presence of IRCTC Tour
Managers throughout the
travel for assistance.

For more details, one can
visit IRCTC website:
www.irctctourism.com and
booking is available online, on
first come first serve basis on
the web portal.

BigBloc Construction Ltd to
invest in the green energy
Ahmedabad, With a

commitment towards keeping
the carbon footprints to the
lowest possible, BigBloc
Construction Limited, one of
India’s leading
player in the
manufacturing of
green and non-
toxic building
materials including
Aerated Autoclave
Concrete (AAC)
blocks, Bricks and
Panels is installing
solar rooftop projects at its
Umargam and Kapadvanj
manufacturing facilities.
Company is setting up 450 KW
solar rooftop facility at each
of the plant.

Post commission of both
the solar rooftop facilities, the
company will be able to
replace approximately 33% of
its power requirement at both
its plant with renewable green
energy – solar power.
Company will be investing
around Rs. 4.5 crore towards

the solar rooftop initiative.
Commenting on the
development, Mr. Narayan
Saboo, Chairman & Managing
Director, Bigbloc Construction

Ltd said “The
increasing carbon
footprint is a
growing concern.
Installing Solar
rooftop is part of
company’s vision
of making its
operations carbon
neutral in the

medium to long term and
minimise the impact on the
environment. The company
has a commitment towards
the Construction and
Infrastructure Industry of
launching environment
friendly and sustainable
building products and solution.
This initiative is a step towards
becoming self-sustainable and
environment friendly
organisation with significant
reduction in the Co2
emission.”

This IPL, pay via Paytm UPI, UPI
LITE to create virtual cricket teams

Ahmedabad, One97
C o m m u n i c a t i o n s
Limited, which owns the
brand Paytm, India's
leading mobile payments
and financial services
company, is offering
exciting cashback for
payments made via
Paytm UPI and Paytm UPI LITE
by users while creating virtual
cricket teams on top fantasy
gaming apps. The champion
of mobile payments Paytm
enables superfast and secure
UPI transactions.

With this, users can avail
Paytm UPI offers for IPL on
fantasy gaming apps including
Dream11, Mobile Premier

League (MPL), Winzo, First
Games, My Team11, and
My11Cricle. Users will earn
exciting cashback on 1st, 3rd
and 5th Paytm UPI payments
on these fantasy gaming apps.
Owing to the superior user
experience, security and
interoperability, Paytm UPI is
the most preferred choice of
users.(13-1)

"Gujarat Titans" at Nexus
Ahmedabad One

Ahmedabad, Players from
the Gujarat Titans team Rahul
Tewatia, Shivam Mavi, Urvil
Patel, KS Bharat, and Joshua
Little visits the Biggest mall in
Gujarat; Nexus Ahmedabad
One to meet and greet fans.
IPL 2023 is set to begin on
March 31, 2023. The fans'
enthusiasm for the sport

captivated the players.
Centre Director, Akshdeep
Singh sa id,  "  Nexus
Ahmedabad One is known
for its world-class Shopping,
Entertainment, and F&B
experiences and believes in
'Har Din Kuch Naya', we hope
to bring new events and
activities for our Patrons." –

Ahmedabad Plus

Bhupendra Patel, Harsh
Sanghavi review coastal security

RAJKOT: Chief minister Bhupendra Patel and junior home
minister Harsh Sanghavi took stock of the demolition of illegal
structures carried out in Beyt Dwarka in Devbhumi Dwarka
district on Tuesday.

Patel and Sanghavi visited there to review the coastal
security. The CM asserted that no illegal construction will be
allowed along the coastal belt and the campaign against illegal
encroachment will continue. The district administration had
razed encroachments in Beyt Dwarka townw ahead of assembly
elections last year. Few days ago, a similar drive was taken up
in Harshad and surrounding areas. Police claim the drive is
aimed at ensuring national security and that the coast is not
used for nefarious activities.

National Gallery of Modern Art   to
organise “Spring Fiesta” 2023 to

celebrate 69 years of the Museum
National Gallery of Modern Art, New Delhi for the first

time  will organise “Spring Fiesta” 2023, to celebrate 69 years
of the museum which was  officially inaugurated on  March
29, 1954 by Vice President Dr. S Radhakrishnan.

More than 50 stalls will be set up for display and sales at
the museum lawns by enthusiastic participants from different
walks of life who specialise in items such as handicrafts,
ceramics, indigenous art, fashion, and so on. The fiesta is
the first of its kind and the audience will be captivated by a
variety of creative products accessible for purchase at nominal
prices. To tickle the taste buds, food stalls will also be
available. A sketching and painting session has also been
planned to engage visitors and give them the opportunity to
display their artistic ability on canvas.
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PCEE inspection completed with trial run of

Electric locomotive first time in Bachau-Gadhidham-Adipur, Chuli-
Halvad and Jetalsar-Lushala & Bhavnagar-Bhavnagar Jetty Section

Ahmedabad, The Railway
Electrification, Ahmedabad
unit under Central
Organisation for Railway
Electrification (CORE), have
augmented another
achievement by
commissioning Bachau-
Gadhidham-Adipur, Chuli-
Halvad of Ahmedabad Division
and Jetalsar-Lushala &
Bhavnagar-Bhavnagar Jetty
Section Bhavnagar division of
Western Railway having
overall length in terms of RKM
is 178 and 289 TKM with
continuous inspections from
29.03.23 to 31.03.23 . The
excellent work has been
achieved followed by
successful inspection by Shri
G. S. Bhawaria, Principal Chief
Electrical Engineer (PCEE),
Western Railway, mandatory
for opening of Goods and
Passenger Train in newly

Electrified section. The
mandatory inspection was
accompanied by branch officer
of Ahmedabad & Bhavnagar
Division of western Railway.

Before offering the section
to PCEE/WR, Electric loco trial
has been completed at
sectional speed successfully.
Sri G S Bhawaria, PCEE/WR
has inspected the section and
advised for technical aspect
and improvements in reliability
& safety of OHE system.

The achievement of
commissioned sections by
Railway Electrification unit of
Ahmedabad under CORE/
Allahabad, including this
section overall comprises 670
Route Kilometre and 1009
Track Kilometre of Western
Railway in this financial year
of 2022-23.

After introduction of
Electric traction in this track

route, faster and better train
services in near future is
possible. This will also support
the ambitious goal of GREEN
INDIA, the most recent green
initiative over the Indian
Railway. Once 100 per cent
electrification is achieved, the
Indian Railways is going to be
a game changer in the Indian
energy sector and there is a
great opportunity for the
country to develop its freight
and passenger segment
without having to follow the
high-carbon pathway that
other countries have pursued
in the past. The advantage of
completing railway
electrification is quite
impressive as it will reduce the
financial burden associated
with fuel imports and its
dependency which will help in
minimising the carbon
footprint. This means when
the railway network is
completely electrified, the
diesel locomotive-hauled
trains will cease to work, thus
contributing to eradicating
pollution and minimising
India’s dependency on
imported fuel. The electrified
project will help in enhancing
the country’s energy security
with a vision of providing an
energy-efficient and eco-
friendly mode of transportation
in near future.

Gujarat 2nd in
solar, wind

energy capacity
AHMEDABAD: With a total

of 8,887 megawatts (MW) of
instal led solar energy
capacity and 9,925 MW of
instal led wind energy
capacity, Gujarat ranks
second among all states in
solar and wind power
capacity, the Union
government informed the
Rajya Sabha.

Replying to a question by
Rajya Sabha MP Parimal
Nathwani, Union power
minister R K Singh said that
as of February 28, 2023, the
installed capacity of wind
energy in Gujarat was
8,887.72 MW while the
installed solar generation
capacity stood at 9,925.72
MW. According to the
statement of the minister, the
top five states with the
maximum installed solar
energy capacit ies are
Rajasthan (16,405.75 MW),
Gujarat (8,887.72 MW),
Karnataka (8,110.48 MW),
Tamil Nadu (6,536.77 MW),
and Telangana (4,657.18
MW). The top five states with
maximum installed wind
energy capacities are Tamil
Nadu (9,983.12 MW), Gujarat
(9,925.72 MW), Karnataka
(5,276.05 MW), Maharashtra
(5,012.83 MW), and
Rajasthan (4,681.82 MW).

87 policies taken in name of 31 deceased

Ra j ko t :  A  mass i ve
racket  o f  c la iming l i fe
insurance us ing bogus
Aadhar cards was busted
in Amreli district with the
arrest of four persons who
have allegedly cheated 31
private and government
insurance companies of
nearly Rs 14 crore. The
scam was unearthed after
Rajula police launched a
probe after getting specific
information and stopped a
ca r  f o r  check i ng .  On
verifying the papers, they
found that the Aadhar card
was fake and the accused
were  ca r r y i ng  some
insurance policies too in
the vehicle. Police arrested
Hanu Parmar and Vanraj
Baldaniya, both residents
of Dungar v i l lage,  and
Udays i nh  Ra thod  and
J i t end ra  Pa rma r,  t he
insurance agents living in
Bhavnagar. Explaining the
modus operandi, Amreli
superintendent of police
(SP)Himkar Singh said,
“The accused contacted

those famil ies who had
lost a member and lured
them by  p rom i s i ng  to
a r r ange  gove rnmen t
compensation of Rs 50,000
to Rs one lakh. For this,
they took the Aadhar card
of the deceased and got
the photograph changed.
Us i ng  t h i s  t ampe red
Aadhar card, they even
got PAN cards made and
opened bank accounts to
pu r chase  i n su rance
pol ic ies.” In it ia l ly, they
even paid premiums for
t he  po l i c i e s  bu t  l a t e r
p roduced  dea th
certificates to claim the
insurance amount. “Ti l l
date, they have taken 87
policies in the name of 31
dead people. There were
three to four policies in the
names of a few people.
They had also received Rs
2.63 crore in their bank
account as life insurance
claim,” the SP added. The
Aadhar card details were
changed  by  Bhavdeep
Basiya, an employee of a

private firm that has got a
government contract for
making changes in the
Aadhar card. Basiya is yet
to be arrested.

“The re  a re  many
people involved in the
racke t .  These  i n c l ude
people who had given their
pho tog raphs  f o r  f a ke
Aadhar cards, insurance
company  agen t s  and
emp loyees  who  we re
p rom i sed  10 -15%
commiss i on  and  some
government employees
too,”  he added.  Po l ice
seized five swanky cars
and nine bikes along with
Rs  52  l a kh  f r om the
accused.

In te r e s t i ng l y,  t he
accused even filed legal
ca ses  aga i n s t  some
compan ies  when  the i r
claims amounting to Rs
5.10 crore were rejected.
The four also purchased
costly cars and bikes in the
names of the deceased.
After paying the premium
init ia l ly, they produced
death certificates. Police
seized five cars and nine
bikes from them. The scam
was unearthed after Rajula
police launched a probe
a f t e r  ge t t i ng  spec i f i c
information and stopped a
ca r  f o r  check i ng .  On
verifying the papers, they
found that the Aadhar card
was fake and the accused
were  ca r r y i ng  some
insurance policies too in
the vehicle.

Trio fleecing
US citizens
arrested
Rajkot: Three people,

who cheated several US
nationals in loan scam, were
arrested by the Bhavnagar
police on Wednesday.

The arrested accused,
Nikunj Chauhan (30), Mayur
Rathod (26) and Kunal
Parmar (30), obtained data
of US citizens who were
seeking loans. Using google
voice software, they sent
calls to the loan seekers
saying that their loan was
approved but the credit
score was poor. To improve
the credit score, they sought
gift cards and money.

While Chauhan works
in Alang shipbreaking yard,
Parmar was employed with
a private firm and Rathod
was jobless.

LCB sources said they
worked from 11pm to 4am
when it was peak office
hours in the US. They were
booked under various IPC
sections including cheating
and criminal conspiracy and
sections of IT Act.

62% of active
Covid cases
from west in
Ahmedabad

AHMEDABAD: Out of
904 active cases in the city
on Tuesday morning, 558
were from the western city
areas, revealed civic body
data. There were 102 cases
in South Zone, 86 in North
Zone, 63 in Central Zone and
95 in East Zone. Data
showed that 40 patients had
been hospitalized.

"We have stock of
1,000 doses of Covaxin and
no dose for Covishield today.
The new stock is expected to
arrive next week," said a
senior official. On Tuesday,
Gujarat recorded 316 new
Covid cases, of which 109
were registered in
Ahmedabad city.

In 3 years, derma products up
from 3% to 53% in medical bills

A H M E D A B A D :
Dermatology, skincare and
cosmetic products are flying
off shelves fast in the past
three years. Dermatology
products which contributed
3% of total medical bill value
in 2020 now make for 53% in
2023, says a study by Pronto
Consult, a pharma market
intelligence firm. The products
include both prescription-
based drugs as well as over-
the-counter products.

Researchers and medical
experts attribute the rise in
sale of dermatology products
to the increase in incidents of
hair loss and skin infections
triggered by post-Covid
complications, conditions
triggered by pollution,
weather change and even
lifestyle factors. "The
dermatology segment has
seen a sharp spike in sales.
Post-Covid, many people
witnessed skin infections and
hair loss and even an
increasingly dry skin. As a
result, many were prescribed
medicines, lotions and specific
medicated lotions," said Dr
Karishma Shah, founder, and
director, Pronto Consult.

O v e r - t h e - c o u n t e r
purchase of moisturisers,
cleansers, anti-ageing
products, anti-acne products
and those used to improve
hair health are also high," said
Dr Karishma Shah, founder,
and director, Pronto Consult.

According to data
compiled by AIOCD-AWACS, a

market intelligence firm, the
monthly sale of dermatology
products has gone up from Rs
25.4 crore in March 2020 to
Rs 31.2 crore in February
2023 - a rise of 22%.

"There is certainly an
increase in skin-related issues
post-Covid, but the overall rise
in medicine consumption could
be due to several factors. In
2020-21, Covid was the only
talking point, and many
delayed the treatment due to
the pandemic. Moreover, Covid
treatment saw extensive use
of antibiotics and steroids that
affected both hair and skin. As

a side effect, many reported
increase in skin infections -
both fungal and bacterial - and
hair loss," said Dr Anshul
Warman, a city-based
dermatologist.

"The association of
dermatologists in India has
already flagged the issue of
rampant use of steroids in
over-the-counter medicines
without medical advice. "It
also sometimes causes skin
conditions," she adds.

Dr Kanan Shah, another
dermatologist here, said that
hair loss post Covid is a major
concern for both men and
women.

 "We would earlier see
about two patients daily for
hair loss in early 2020. The
number has now increased to
10. It could be seen as a direct
impact of the Covid period with
medication and other factors,"
she said. "The impact of social
media cannot be ignored. We
are now getting more patients
for cosmetic reasons - to 'look
good' online." Over-the-
counter (OTC) medicines for
minor skin and hair issues are
also on the rise for both men
and women, added experts.

CBI begins probe into
billing fraud at Mundra port

AHMEDABAD: The Central
Bureau of Investigation has
begun an investigation into a
fraud perpetrated by skipping
bil l ing for the Central
Warehousing Corporation
while registering entries and
exits of containers at Mundra
port.

CBI began the investigation
after a Navi Mumbai company,
which was given the contract
for handling and
transportation of containers at
Mundra port, and four officers
of the Central Warehousing
Corporation (CWC), allegedly

siphoned off Rs 29 crore.
According to an FIR filed

at the CBI's Gandhinagar
office on March 16, CWC had
appointed Speedy Multimodes
Ltd, whose head office is at
CBD Belapur in Navi Mumbai,
as the strategic alliance
management operator for
handling transportation of
containers, maintenance and
operations of the container
freight station (CFS) at
Mundra. "The contract was
awarded in December 2019,
according to which the
company was required to

deposit all payments and
charges collected from users
into CWC's bank account,"
reads the FIR.

The MD of Speedy
Multimodes Ltd and other
office-bearers issued bills in
their own company's name,
instead of CWC's.

"An inquiry revealed that
bills from January 1, 2020, to
February 19, 2020, were
raised in the name of CWC and
from February 20, 2020, to
July 2022, in the name of
Speedy Multimodes Ltd," the
FIR states.

Step out and shine in Soch's
new summer collection 2023

Ahmedabad, India's
largest occasion and evening
wear brand, Soch, has
launched its latest Spring
Summer Collection 2023.The
new collection by Soch draws
inspiration from the rich
legacy of traditional Indian art
and crafts that can be found
in every nook and corner of
the country. From the intricate
mural crafts of Gujarat, the
rich tradition of decorative art

at door fronts to the age-old
weaving techniques of Ikat,
the collection pays homage to
the diverse range of traditional
art forms that have been a
part of Indian culture for
centuries-  Kolam, Lippan art,
and Ikat. The Kolam Edit draws
inspiration from the geometric
patterns made every day at
home with white rice powder
in the form of Rangoli. The
collection features intricate
geometric patterns with
embroidery inspired by the art
of Kolam. The "Muse of
Mirrors" capsule is inspired by
the traditional Lippan mural
craft from Kutch, Gujarat,
showcasing intricate patterns
that have been used on each
piece to enhance necklines,
sleeves, borders, and
silhouettes in a delicate and
tasteful way. (19-2)

OYO Hotel in Ajmer offer free
stay to celebrate Ramadan
Ahmedabad, In a unique

gesture to support those
observing the holy month of
Ramadan, Hotel Vaibhav - a
OYO hote l  in  A jmer i s
offering free stays. The
scheme is designed to help
those who wish to perform
religious obligations at The
Dargah o f  Khwaja
Moinuddin Chishtiduring the
auspicious month.The hotel
is located in the Naya Bazar
which is located in close
proximity to the dargah.

Starting from the first
day of Ramadan, Hotel
Vaibhav is providing free
s tays  to  the p i lg r ims.
Guests who take advantage
of  th i s  o f fe r  a re  a l so
receiving a complimentary
Iftar meal at the hotel.
Guests can book their stay
online using OYO app or
OYO website or contact the
hotel's reservation team for
more information about this
offer.  Elaborating more
about the scheme, Aditya
Goyal, Managing Director,
Hote l  Va ibhav
said"Ramadan is a time of
prayer,  re f lec t ion,  and
char i tab le  g iv ing
worldwide. We also believe

that  i t ' s  essent ia l  to
promote soc ia l
responsibility and provide
support to those in need.
With this scheme, we want
to ensure that everyone can
participate in this spiritual
experience, regardless of
their financial situation. We
are also planning to extend
this offer to our other
properties in Ajmer".  Hotel
Vaibhav has been offering
free stay during Ramadan
since 2016 and helped
thousands of pilgrims to
experience the true essence
of  Ramadan in a
comfortable and hospitable
environment. Sharing his
exper ience,  Jabbar
Mansoori, a devotee from
Mandsaur in Madhya
Pradesh said "This is indeed
a heartwarming gesture
from the OYO hotel  to
support and celebrate the
spirit of Ramadan with its
guests who belong to the
underprivileged section of
the society. The peaceful
stay has helped us participate
in Taraweeh prayers,
recitation of the Holy Quran,
and other Ramadan-related
activities". (19-10)

Blue Star launches its new range
of best-in-class deep freezers
Ahmedabad, Blue Star

Limited, today announced that
the Company
has launched
its new,
indigenously
d e s i g n e d ,
best-in-class
range of deep
freezers with
extra storage and higher
cooling capacity, manufactured
at its new world-class
manufacturing facility at Wada.
New range of best-in-class
deep freezers offering extra
storage space and higher
cooling capacity The new range
of deep freezers manufactured
at Blue Star’s new state-of-the-
art Wada Plant is an indigenously
designed range that offers extra
storage and higher cooling

capacity. Blue Star has received
a BIS certification for these deep

freezers under
the Government
of India's
Quality Control
Order (QCO).
In addition,
these are
embedded with

superior technologies for highly
efficient performance including
technologies that provide extra
cooling and ensure greater heat
transfer for efficient cooling,
amongst others.  A firm believer
in Aatmanirbhar Bharat, the
Company has also planned to
indigenously manufacture sub-
300L deep freezers with top-
notch components and the latest
technologies, at its new Wada
Plant.

Gujarat high court gets
2 more judges

AHMEDABAD: The Gujarat
high court on Wednesday got
two more judges with the
President appointing members
of the Bar, advocates Devan

Desai and Moxa Thakker, as
HC judges.

With the addition of these
two judges, the total strength
of the high court will be 31.

The sanctioned strength of
Gujarat HC is 52.

Earlier this month, five
members of the subordinate
judiciary of the state were
elevated to the HC bench. They
are Susan Pinto, H D Suthar, J
C Doshi, M R Mengdey and D
A Joshi. The collegium had
recommended seven persons
- five judicial officers and two
members of the Bar - for
elevation. The Gujarat HC's
collegium had sent its
recommendations to the SC in
September 2022.

Gujarat chief minister and
governor also concurred with
the recommendations. The
SC collegium recommended
these names to the Centre
earl ier this month. The
Centre seems to have cleared
the names of five judicial
officers.


